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The 10 m.y. Little Chief granite porphyry preserves the
transition from volcanic to subvolcanic environments, and is
spectacularly exposed over 28 km2 and 1,920 meters of vertical
relief in the Panamint Range bounding Death Valley, California. It
was recently shown that rapakivi granites appear to be the plutonic
equivalents of the relatively widespread, fluorine-rich, Cenozoic
topaz rhyolites of the Western United States, both of which are
emplaced in continental basement including extensive carbonates
of the Proterozoic-Paleozoic miogeoclinal sequence. Study of the
Little Chief indicates a strong basement control on the depth and
style of crustal magma emplacement, with the limestone horizon
appearing to act as either a rheological or density filter stalling
magma ascent. In addition, the data suggests that the limestone
influences both the development of distinctive feldspar zoning and
elevated fluorine content similar to that seen in topaz rhyolites.

The Little Chief consists of two approximately coeval intrusive
bodies and an eruptive vent. The granite has strongly zoned
plagioclase, including rapakivi (sanidine rimmed by plagioclase)
texture. The crystallization history suggests that the magma
ascended through metamorphic basement until it reached the
late Proterozoic Noonday Dolomite formation. At this depth, the
vertical rise was diverted horizontally to form a laccolith-shaped
body. By approximately 30 to 50 percent crystallization, the
carbonate basement rocks began degassing and the magma
shows extensive assimilation of country rock. The degassing
caused extensive fracturing of the roof rock, further rise of the
magma through the crust, emplacement of a dike swarm, and
local eruption. The carbonates are less dense than the deeper
metamorphic basement, and as such may have acted as a density
filter stalling magma ascent. There may also be a rheological
control on magma ascent by the carbonates as they appear
to be structurally weaker and therefore allow lateral motion in
the crust. Rapakivi-textured feldspars formed subsequent to the
degassing; the texture appears to have formed both due to
extensive assimilation of calcium from the carbonate basement
rocks, and from depressurization after the degassing limestone
fractured extensively allowing the magma to continue its rise
through the crust.

The carbonates also impart to the magma a wide range in initial
87/86Sr, but limited variation in initial 143/144Nd, owing to their
high Sr content but very low REE content. Many limestones are
also rich in fluorine and therefore fluorine would also be enriched
by carbonate assimilation. These attributes also characterize
the widespread Cenezoic topaz rhyolites. Their occurrence on
the carbonate miogeoclinal sequence and similarity to rapakivi
granites suggest that carbonate basement may be a necessary
condition to the formation of the topaz rhyolites.
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Fault geometry and kinematics indicate that two different
tectonic regimes affected the late Pliocene volcanic succession
around the Thverfell magmatic complex (Esja peninsula, SW
Iceland). The older phase is characterized by sets of left-lateral,
E–W to ESE-WNW faults and right-lateral, N–S to NE-SW
faults; while the younger phase produced dip-slip, NNE-SSW
striking extensional faults. Stress tensor determinations for the
older regime indicate a horizontal, NE-SW to E–W maximum
principal stress (ó1) and a horizontal NW-SE to N–S minimum
principal stress (ó3); followed by a stress regime change to a
vertical ó1 and a WNW-ESE trending ó3. Structural–stratigraphic
analyses of the eroded Thverfell magmatic complex indicate
three main hypabyssal systems: (i) a centrally-dipping sheet
swarm, elongated E–W in map view, (ii) a laccolith composed
of a sequence of sills fed by E–W dykes, and (iii) NNE-SSW
to NE-SW dykes offsetting the earlier intrusions. These data
indicate a polyphase history of magma-tectonics interaction.
Initially, excess pressure from an underlying magma chamber
induced the emplacement of the centrally-dipping sheets; this was
accompanied by magma upwelling along dykes that realligned to
propagate as sills under the influence of stress and rheological
barriers resulting from the lava overburden. In the final phase
regional dykes were emplaced, linked to WNW-ESE rift extension.
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The Guerrero terrane is a complex made up by Triassic to
Early Cretaceous island arc, back arc and ocean floor lithologic
assemblages. The Sierra de Zacatecas is interpreted to be one
of the few exposures identified as fragments of the Guerrero
terrane in central Mexico. There, the basement is not exposed
and the lowermost stratigraphic unit is the Zacatecas Formation
(ZF) composed of feldespathic and lithic wacke, mudstone, chert
and discrete limestone lenses; basaltic lava flows, dikes and
hidrothermal vent-like structures are also found. The contact with
the overlying Las Pilas Volcanosedimentary Complex (LPVC) is
gradual. The LPVC is composed of laccolith-shaped intrusions,
massive and pillowed basaltic to andesitic lavas with interlayered
feldespathic wacke and rare limestone.
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U-Pb dating of detrital zircons from the feldespathic wackes of
ZF and LPVC yield a minimum depositional age of ca. 132 Ma.

Harker diagrams of intrusive bodies having less than 49%
silica do not show major differentiation, while the volcanic rocks
trends can be explained by a process of fractional crystallization.
All samples have positive Eu/Eu* (0.34 to 0.43) suggesting
plagioclase accumulation.

The REE patterns of lavas and intrusive rocks are parallel,
showing a slight enrichment in LREE compared to MREE and
HREE. The REE and trace elements patterns suggest an island
arc association and the entire samples plot in the destructive
plate margin field of the Th-Hf-Ta tectonomagmatic discrimination
diagram.

We interpret from the field relationships that the igneous and
sedimentary rocks belong to a volcanic complex that includes
intra-arc or back-arc sedimentary facies. The most probable
period of development of such complex is interpreted to be
Early Cretaceous. Such period is intermediate between the Late
Jurassic-Early Cretaceous ages reported in similar assemblages
in Baja California and the Aptian-Albian ages reported in the State
of Mexico and Guerrero.
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Plutonic rocks belonging to three magmatic arcs crop out
extensively in central Baja California peninsula. The oldest are
in the western coast, they are M and I type and Jurassic in
age. The Early Cretaceous plutons of the central part are I-type
and, together with the Late Cretaceous eastern S-type plutons,
form part of the Peninsular Ranges Batholith (PRB). The plutonic
complexes from each region have characteristic dimensions,
structures, petrologic features and environment of emplacement.

This work deals with the plutons of the central part, between
28o and 29oN, where the NNW trending Peninsular Ranges
Batholith changes to a WNW orientation. In this region, it is
proposed from a curve-density map of structures related to the
emplacement of plutons, that the ridges are zones of higher rates
of magma accumulation and that their axis can be correlated
with magma flow direction. It is also suggested from field
work that cortical discontinuities are occupied by magma that
moves laterally at shallow depths. Main interpreted structures
are fractures which parallels compositional zoning. The plutonic
complexes are commonly formed of nested or concentric discrete
bodies. Four of them were selected for U-Pb zircon separates
dating and comparative analyses. From west to east: Punta Prieta
(ca. 128 Ma), Nuevo Rosarito (ca. 108 Ma), El Mezquital (ca.113
Ma) and La Rinconada (ca. 102 Ma). The complexes are enclosed
by a sequence of metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic
interlayered rocks. With the exception of a ca. 151 Ma old sample
from eastern Nuevo Rosarito, the age of tuffaceous sandstones
from Punta Prieta, Nuevo Rosarito and SE Nuevo Rosarito, yield

ca. 140, 139.5 and 139 Ma, respectively. Around Punta Prieta,
enclosing rocks are formed by a thick pile of andesitic lavas
and breccias and fossiliferous limestone while, eastward Nuevo
Rosarito, country rocks are dominantly volcanosedimentary.

According with the enclosing lithology and a WNW magmatic
foliation and shearing, Punta Prieta is a plutonic complex distinct
of the more than 40 km-long group of discrete complexes between
Nuevo Rosarito-Marmolito-Mezquital-Rinconada. Such group is
characterized by magmatic and tectonic foliation trending NNW in
average; longitudinal fractures and dikes are oriented NW.

It is interpreted that the Cretaceous Punta Prieta plutonic
complex is located near large volcanic structures dominated by
andesitic lavas. The presence of other plutons near present
surface is inferred from hydrothermally altered andesitic rocks
defined as their roof. From the dated sandstone xenolith of
Punta Prieta and the host tuffaceous sandstones from Nuevo
Rosarito to La Rinconada ranging from Late Jurassic to Lower
Cretaceous, we interpret that the plutonic and volcanic sequence
was emplaced in and over the back arc of the Jurassic Volcanic
Arc exposed in Cedros-Sierra San Andrés.
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Near the southern limit of the Peninsular Ranges Batholith,
in Baja California, Mexico El Sacrificio and Rosarito plutons are
part of the Nuevo Rosarito Plutonic Complex (NRPC). Zircon
separates from the Rosarito pluton yield a 108 +/- 2.2 Ma U-Pb
age. El Sacrificio is a circular (~3 km diameter) gabbroic pluton
characterized by the presence of up to 800 m2 stoped blocks of
the volcanosedimentary enclosing rocks. In contrast, Rosarito is
a 6 km long NNW-SSE elliptical gabbro pluton. The host rocks
of the NRPC are defined by NW-SE trending and sub-vertical
dipping metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic interlayered
rocks. U-Pb ages of different lithologies of the country rocks
range from the uppermost Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous. Some
granitoid bodies can also be part of the enclosing lithology in El
Sacrificio. Metamorphic facies range from low-grade greenschists
to amphibolite, and structural fabrics range from penetrative
schistosity to mylonitic textures. From the oldest to the youngest,
both plutons experienced the emplacement of 2-px gabbro, 2-px
diorite and different felsic bodies. Both plutons also show a similar
mineralogy. The gabbroic rocks from El Sacrificio pluton exhibit
coarse-grained cumulates in its western margin, and flow banding
in its internal part that indicates stoping-related processes. Parallel
to the regional structural trend, the gabbro from the Rosarito
pluton show a NNW-SSE oriented and sub-vertical magmatic
fabric. Contacts between diorite and gabbro can show jagged-like
interfingering and sharp tabular structures; however, contacts
between diorite and gabbro are sharp. Both magmatic and
solid-state fabrics can be observed in the late felsic bodies.
Orthogonal arranged shear planes filled with hydrothermal epidote
are observed in all the intrusive units which are interpreted to
be related to the emplacement of the felsic intrusives. Shearing
analyses indicate dextral sense of movement along a NNW-SSE
(343o/87o) nodal plane, which parallels the magmatic foliation in
the gabbroic and felsic units of the Rosarito pluton.
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Based on structural and textural features, we interpret that El
Sacrificio pluton, where magmatic stoping is observed, and that
Rosarito pluton, that evidence forcible intrusion, were emplaced
in different crustal level probably under a regional extensional
regime.


